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Genaro Eden Introduction（windows/mac） 

Genaro Eden Overview 

Genaro Eden is a secure, private, efficient, economical, and permanently online peer-to-peer 

storage space open to use by everyone. It is also the first DApp based on the Genaro Network. Users 

can upload, download, and store files by paying GNX. 

 

Comparison and Advantages 

 

Private: Data can only be accessed through a private key 

Efficient: Intelligently picks the optimal node 

Economical: Adopts a sharing economic model to ensure the lowest market price 

Secure: Shredded, encrypted and peer-to-peer storage 

Permanent: Redundant storage, multi-node backup 
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Word Definitions 

1. Wallet 

The wallet is the file that stores the Genaro Eden account and the asset information of the 

account. 

 

2. Wallet address 

 

The address is generated by the public key (the public key is generated by the asymmetric 

encryption algorithm), a 42-bit hexadecimal value string starting with 0x. For example: 

0xc2d5ef1b5e6234c6bcbce87bb05d579c8e9d5720 

When the user makes a transaction, the address needs to be presented to the transferring user. 

What the users need to know is that the address can be derived from the private key, but the 

private key cannot be derived from the address. 

 

3. Mnemonic 

The mnemonic complies with the blockchain BIP39 industry standard, consisting of 12 (or 

15/18/21/24) words in order generated by a random algorithm. It is an easy-to-record form of 

private key, which is convenient for user backup and storage. It is convenient for users to record 

complex private keys (64-bit hash values) and do backup management of the wallet. At the 

same time, the mnemonic can restore your wallet and let you change your password, so be sure 

to keep it safe. 

 

4. Asset 

Asset information owned by this account, including: assets (assets created by Genaro Eden), 

type, balance and issuer. 

 

5. Wallet JSON form 

The JSON format of the wallet is essentially the wallet's keystore. It is the encrypted private key 

file form, which is equivalent to your bankcard. You can save your wallet by saving it as a JSON 

file and password. At the same time, the wallet can be restored and asset transactions can be 

performed by importing the JSON file of the wallet and the password of the file. 
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6. Wallet Password 

The wallet password refers to the password that you need to enter when you are working on 

wallets created by Genaro Eden or other imported Ethereum wallets. This password is used to 

encrypt and protect private keys. The password of the wallet created by Genaro Eden is set by 

default to be the account login password. As a decentralized application, the wallet password is 

not stored on your mobile device or our server. If it is lost, you will need to reset the new 

password with your mnemonic. 

 

7. Gas 

On the Genaro public network, nodes protect the network by sharing space and synchronizing 

block accounting. Since the node sharing needs to be staked and costs a certain amount of hard 

disk space, the node needs to receive a certain gas fee as a reward. The node will preferentially 

package transactions with higher gas charges. If the gas fee paid by the user when transferring 

funds is too low, the transaction may not be packaged successfully, causing the transaction to 

fail. 

 

Gas fee = gas price (gas unit price) * gas quantity 

 

8. Gas price and gas limit 

On Genaro, transactions and calls to smart contracts require a miner gas cost, calculated in gas. 

The gas limit is the maximum amount you are willing to spend on a transaction amount. You can 

speed up or slow down your transfer by adjusting the gas price. You can set it yourself according 

to your own situation, or you can set the safe gas price that the system suggests. 

 

1GNX = 109 Gan 

 

9. Transaction Records 

All the transaction records related to the account. 
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10. Buy space/traffic 

Genaro Eden is a secure, private and permanent distributed sharing cloud network. The system 

uses the blockchain sharing economy system, and the files you store will be cut, encrypted and 

stored in data stack nodes. Therefore, before the Eden system memory is stored, you need to 

purchase space and download traffic in advance, and then upload and download files. 
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Manual 

1 Download and Install 

After downloading and installing the G-Box client, open the Genaro Eden program. 

(Please look for the Genaro official download address) 

Mac users download address： 

https://genaro-release.oss-cn-hangzhou.aliyuncs.com/gbox-1.0.0.dmg 

Windows users download address： 

https://genaro-release.oss-cn-hangzhou.aliyuncs.com/gbox-1.0.0.exe 

 

 

2 Create/Import Wallet 

2.1 New User Creates Wallet 

Create a new key (mnemonic) to generate a wallet. 

 

https://genaro-release.oss-cn-hangzhou.aliyuncs.com/gbox-1.0.0.dmg
https://genaro-release.oss-cn-hangzhou.aliyuncs.com/gbox-1.0.0.exe
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The first step is to generate the 12 mnemonic words and carefully write them down and keep them 

safe;  

The second step is to confirm the backup mnemonic, then enter the 12-word mnemonic again, then 

click “confirm” to successfully generate the wallet; 

 

 

The third step is to set the wallet password, which should be kept safe as it is the payment 

password of the current wallet; 

 

The fourth step is to confirm the wallet information and generate a wallet. 
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Important Note： 

 

Genaro Eden is a decentralized application. Your key (mnemonic) is not stored in the Genaro 

program or on any server and will not be retrieved once lost. Please remember and back up the key 

(mnemonic) of the first login. Your digital assets, stored files are classified as their wallet directory. If 

the key is lost, the operations, storage files and wallet assets under this key will be lost. 

 

When backing up the key (mnemonic), be sure to pay attention to 2 points: 

a. It is preferable to write it down on paper instead of saving in a networked device. 

b. Verify if the backup mnemonic is correct multiple times. Keep the backup mnemonics in a safe 

place and do anti-theft and anti-loss measures. 

 

2.2 Import Original Wallet 

 

If you have created a wallet based on the Genaro Testnet, you can import the wallet directly by 

importing the key (mnemonic) or the wallet's JSON file. 
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Import wallet by importing mnemonics: 

 

The first step is to choose the way to import the wallet. Choose to import it by key (12 mnemonic 

words);  

The second step is to enter your mnemonic; 

 

 

The third step is to set and remember the wallet password;  

The fourth step is to confirm the wallet address information to import the wallet successfully. 

Or import the wallet by importing the wallet JSON file 

 

The first step is to click the "import the JSON file" button; 

The second step is to upload your wallet JSON file; 
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The third step is to enter your wallet password;  

The fourth step is to confirm the information to import the wallet successfully. 

Special Note: To import the wallet with a key (mnemonic), you can reset the password. However, if 

you import the wallet through the JSON file, you need to enter the original password of the JSON 

file wallet to import. 

 

3 Buy Space/Traffic 

3.1 Buy Space  

Before storing the file, you need to purchase the space of the storage space first. Click "Space 

Management" and enter the wallet password to enter the space management page. Click "Buy 

Space" and enter the amount of storage you want to purchase and the period of storage. Click 

"Next" to confirm the purchase information, then enter the wallet payment password and click 

"confirm purchase". 
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3.2 Buy Traffic 

Purchase the traffic needed to download file. Click "Buy Traffic" to enter the traffic amount you 

need to purchase. Click "Next". 

After confirming that the purchase information is correct, enter the wallet password and click 

"Confirm Purchase". 

 

 

Special Note： 

1. Because the information in the space management is local encrypted information, you need to 

enter your wallet password for signature verification to unlock it when you log in for the first time. 

2. “Buy Space” “Buy Traffic” is a special transaction of the Genaro public chain, which requires a 

certain fuel fee (also known as gas fee) for the Genaro node reward, and it is not revocable after the 

transaction is issued. 

3. The gas price is in the unit of Gan. 1GNX = 109 Gan. You can fill in the gas price yourself, or the 

most suitable value for the default system. The node will preferentially perform transactions with 

higher gas fees. If the gas fee paid by the user when transferring funds is too low, the transaction 

may fail. 

4 Upload/Download File 

4.1 Upload file 

Step 1: On the file management page, select the storage space you want to use, right-click to open 

or double-click to enter the storage space. 

 

Step 2: Click “Upload File”, select the file to be uploaded, click “Confirm”, and the upload will 

follow. 
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Note: 

 

The stored information in the "File Management" and the uploaded storage files are all locally 

encrypted information. Therefore, when you open the "File Management" page for the first time, 

you need to enter the wallet password and perform mnemonic verification to unlock it. 

 

4.2 Download File 

 

Select the file you want to download. Click "Download" or right click to download. 

 

 

 

Note: 

1 The downloaded file uses the bandwidth of the storage node and needs to spend the 

corresponding traffic. The spent traffic is directly deducted from the total amount of traffic 

previously purchased. On the Space Management page, you can purchase the required traffic 

for the download. 

2 The uploaded file uses the user's local traffic and does not consume the purchased traffic. 
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5 View upload download history  

View ongoing tasks. 

In the task list, open the drop-down menu and click "In Progress" to see the tasks being uploaded or 

downloaded. 

Click “Completed” to view all records of uploads and downloads. 

 

 

6 Manage storage/download traffic 

On the “Space Management” page, you can purchase storage and purchase download traffic. You 

can also view details of “my storage” and download traffic. You can view the total amount of space 

purchased, the space used, and the period of usage. You can also view the sum of the traffic 

purchased and the traffic used. 
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On the "File Management" page, you can also see the information overview of “my storage space”. 

And you can "rename" the selected storage space, or "delete" the space that is no longer used. 
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Note： 

Please do not delete the purchased storage easily. The deleted storage space cannot be retrieved 

and needs to be purchased again to continue uploading. And all files in the storage space will be 

lost. 

7Asset Management   

7.1 Check My Asset 

On “My Wallet” page, you can instantly view the wallet balance in your current wallet. You can also 

switch the wallet in the upper right corner to view the assets of other wallets, including wallet 

balance, storage space, traffic and stored file data. 

 

 

 

7.2 Receipt and Transfer 

 

Click "Receipt" to view the current account's payment address. You can scan the code to recharge or 

copy this wallet address. 

 

Click "Transfer" to transfer assets to other user's wallet address. Enter the payment address, 

amount, gas price and gas limit. Click "Confirm" and enter the wallet payment password to confirm 
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the transfer. 

 

 

 

Note： 

Since the blockchain transfer is irrevocable and cannot be changed and recovered, please confirm 

that the payment address of the transaction is correct, and note that any financial dispute caused 

by operation error has nothing to do with Genaro. 

 

7.3 View transfer transaction history 

 

After the transaction order is initiated, the current transaction information can be viewed in the 

transaction record and instantly display the current trading status. You can also view the 

transaction records by filtering. 

Processing:  

 

 

Transaction failed: 

 

 

In the left drop-down menu, you can filter and view the transaction records, purchased space, and 
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purchased traffic. 

 

8 Wallet Management   

On the “My Wallet” page, click “Manage Wallet” to fix “Change Wallet Name”, “Delete Wallet”, 

“Change Wallet Payment Password” and “Export to JSON File ”. 

 

 
 

8.1 Back-up My Wallet 

 

On the wallet management page, you can click "Export wallet as JSON file" to back up the wallet. 
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The backup wallet needs a password. Please remember the password of the wallet. If you forget the 

password, the JSON file of the backup wallet cannot be opened. 

 

8.2 Change Password and Reset Password 

 

In the “Wallet Management”, click "Change Password" to change the wallet password, and "Reset 

My Password". Changing your password requires your current wallet password. If you forget your 

wallet password, you can change the wallet password by importing the wallet mnemonic in the 

“Change Password”. If you forget the mnemonic, you will not be able to retrieve it. So be sure to 

save your mnemonic. 

  

 

 

8.3 Delete Wallet 

 

On the “Wallet Management” page, you can delete the wallet by entering the wallet 

password. Before deleting the wallet, please confirm that the wallet key has been 

securely backed up. Otherwise it will be permanently deleted and cannot be 

retrieved. 

 

9 Other 

9.1 Updated Version 

Click on the wallet name or wallet icon in the upper right corner. From the drop-down menu, click 

on "About" to view the current version. 
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When the new version is released, click on "Update Version" and the latest version of the Genaro 

Eden client will be automatically updated. 

 

 

 

9.2 Change Language Setting 

Click on the wallet name or wallet icon in the upper right corner. In the drop-down menu, click 

"Language" and select the desired language. For the time being, only Chinese and English are 

supported. 

 

 

 

9.3 Help 

Click on the wallet name or wallet icon in the upper right corner. In the drop-down menu, click on 

"Help" to view instructions for using Eden and Sharer. If you have any questions, you can also send 

an email to Genaro customer service. 
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10  Bill Payment (Current pricing is for Testnet and may be adjusted after testing) 

Price： 

Storage Cost: $0.015GB/month  

Bandwidth Cost: $0.05 GB/download 

 

Charge by the amount：Pre-charge mode. According to your actual usage, please first purchase 

the storage of the corresponding capacity and period of usage and then upload your file. You 

also need to purchase traffic first, and then the charge is according to the actual download and 

traffic usage. The uploaded file uses local bandwidth and does not consume purchased traffic. 
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FAQ 

1. WHAT HAPPENS IF YOU FORGET THE KEY THAT WAS ENTERED WHEN YOU FIRST 

LOGGED IN TO THE EDEN CLIENT? 

As a decentralized application, your key (mnemonic) is not stored in the Genaro wallet or on our 

server and will not be retrieved once it’s lost. Please remember and back up the key (mnemonic) 

of the first login. Your digital assets and stored files are classified into the wallet directory. If the 

key is lost, the wallet to this key, the operations performed under this key, the stored files and 

the wallet assets will be lost. 

 

   Therefore, it is recommended that you use “double-insurance”: save your "key (mnemonic)", 

and back up your "wallet JSON file + password" to ensure that your wallet will not be lost. The 

key (mnemonic) can directly retrieve the wallet and the file assets managed by the wallet. "JSON 

file + wallet password" can also be used to retrieve your wallet and assets in the wallet. 

2. WHAT IS “BUY SPACE/TRAFFIC”? 

Buy space/purchase traffic are two special aspects of the Genaro public chain. Genaro Eden is a 

secure, private and permanent distributed sharing cloud disk. The system uses a blockchain 

sharing economic model. Your stored files are cut, encrypted and stored in the data stack nodes 

shared by other Genaro Sharer users. When downloading the files, you will also take up the 

bandwidth of other sharing nodes. Therefore, before the Genaro Eden system memory is stored, 

the space and download traffic need to be purchased in advance before the file data and 

download files can be uploaded. 

Upload storage file local bandwidth, no traffic consumption. The download file needs to use the 

bandwidth traffic of the sharing node and needs to be purchased in advance. 

3 HOW TO CALCULATE THE FEE FOR FILE STORAGE？ 

Storage Cost: $0.015GB/month  

Bandwidth Cost: $0.05 GB/download 
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Charge by the amount：Pre-charge mode. According to your actual usage, please first purchase 

the storage of the corresponding capacity and period of usage and then upload your file. You 

also need to purchase traffic first, and then the charge is according to the actual download and 

traffic usage. The uploaded file uses local bandwidth and does not consume purchased traffic. 

 

i.e.: Suppose you have purchased 10GB of storage space in the Genaro Eden client for 3 months, 

and purchased 200GB of download traffic, the purchase space needs: 0.015*10*3=0.45 GNX 

Purchase traffic cost: 0.05*200= 10GNX 

In the three months, you can upload a 10GB file in the storage space. You can download 200 

times each time you download a 1GB file. 

(Current pricing is for Testnet and maybe adjusted after testing) 

4 WHY IS THERE A GAS FEE WHEN BUYING SPACE/TRAFFIC？ 

Buying space and buying traffic are two special aspects of the Genaro public chain. All 

transactions will be recorded by the node miners in the Genaro public chain blocks. So it takes 

some GNX to pay the gas fee for the miners' rewards. 

5 HOW TO CHECK TRANSACTION HISTORY？ 

Click on "My Wallet" to view the current transaction information in the transaction history. And 

display the current transaction status in real time. You can also view the transfer, purchase space, 

and purchase transaction records by filtering. 

6 WHAT TO DO IF YOU FORGET THE PAYMENT PASSWORD OF YOUR WALLET？ 

If you forget the wallet password created by the Genaro Eden client, you can click "log out" in 

the upper right corner of the Eden client to exit the current account, enter the correct 

mnemonic and re-login. At this time, the wallet password of the wallet created by the Genaro 

Eden client will be reset to the login password of this account. 

7 HOW TO ENSURE THE PRIVACY OF THE FILES I UPLOADED TO THE GENARO EDEN? 

Genaro Eden is a decentralized storage network based on the Genaro public chain. Except for 

users with private keys, no one has access. No design, development, operation or maintenance 
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personnel can view the user's personal data. 

8 WHAT SHOULD I DO IF THE SPEED OF UPLOADING AND DOWNLOADING IS SLOW 

OR FAILED, OR THE DOWNLOAD PATH IS INVALID WHEN USING GENARO EDEN？ 

1) Genaro Eden does not have any limit for uploading and downloading speed. In principle, the 

speed depends on your current bandwidth. 

2) The interruption failure may be due to the instability of your network. Please check the 

network first. 

3) The download path is invalid. Please check if the downloaded location is a valid download 

path. If the path does not exist, please switch the download path. 

9 CAN I PREVIEW FILES ONLINE？ 

Currently, Genaro Eden does not support online previews of images and videos, and this 

preview feature will be added to and improved in later versions. 

10 WHAT SHOULD I DO IF THE SPACE I PURCHASED HAS EXPIRED? WILL THE FILE 

DISAPPEAR?  

At present, the renewal of the storage space will not be accumulated. After purchasing the 

space, a storage space will be generated in Eden, and the file can be uploaded. When the 

storage space expires, you can purchase it again and transfer the original file content to the new 

file space. 

11 WHAT SHOULD I DO WHEN I AM DOWNLOADING FILES AND IT SHOWS THAT THE 

TRAFFIC AMOUNT IS NOT ENOUGH？  

If the traffic is not enough, you can purchase it again and it will be directly added to the total 

traffic. 

12 WHY DID THE TRANSACTION FAIL? 

If the transfer is unsuccessful, there are three possibilities: 
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a maybe the gas value is set too low. 

b the cause might be the network, causing the wallet block to be out of sync. 

c An incorrect trading order, such as your insufficient balance, or the wallet address you 

transferred to is wrong. 

13 WILL THE MINER’S FEE BE DEDUCTED WHEN THE TRANSFER FAILS？ 

As long as the transaction is packed by the node, gas will be consumed, but due to the failure of 

the package or the failure of block verification (Insufficient cost of Gas, call for wrong contract 

method, etc.), it will result in consumption of gas and the amount of refund. 

14 Where to buy GNX? 

Before the Mainnet goes online, during the Testnet, you can purchase GNX on the existing 

exchanges, and transfer the amount to the Genaro official account as stake to exchange GNX 

test token. Experience the latest version of Genaro Eden with test tokens. After the Mainnet is 

online, the original GNX will be mapped to the main network according to Genaro;s officially 

published mapping method. 

15 DO YOU SUPPORT OTHER ERC-20 TOKENS? WHAT SHOULD I DO IF I HAVE 

TRANSFERRED ANOTHER ERC-20 TOKEN? HOW TO GET IT BACK？ 

After the Testnet is launched, the latest versions of Genaro Wallet, Genaro Eden and Genaro 

Sharer wallets will only hold GNX test coins. 

After the Mainnet is launched, the latest versions of Genaro Wallet, Genaro Eden and Genaro 

Sharer's wallets will only store real GNX. 

Development of multi-wallet support and cross-chain trading will be considered in version 

iterations. 

 

Note: Do not transfer other tokens to Genaro's exclusive wallet until the official website 

announces supporting other tokens. Otherwise, the consequence of losing the tokens will not 

be resolved by Genaro. 
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Download Addresses and Contact Us 

Download Genaro Eden 

Want to experience a more private, secure, efficient, economical, and permanent storage 

experience? Download Genaro Eden now and unlock your private storage! 

   

 

Download Genaro Sharer 

Download and use Genaro Sharer to share your free hard disk space for rewards！ 

  

 

Contact Us 

|If you have any problems or suggestions when using Genaro products, please contact us：

eden@genaro.network 

 

 

mailto:eden@genaro.network
https://genaro-release.oss-cn-hangzhou.aliyuncs.com/gbox-1.0.0.dmg
https://genaro-release.oss-cn-hangzhou.aliyuncs.com/gbox-1.0.0.exe
https://genaro-release.oss-cn-hangzhou.aliyuncs.com/gbox-1.0.0.dmg
https://genaro-release.oss-cn-hangzhou.aliyuncs.com/gbox-1.0.0.exe
https://www.npmjs.com/package/genaroshare-daemon
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Genaro Sharer Introduction 

Genaro Sharer Overview 

Genaro Eden Sharer (Genaro Sharer for short) is an economic, dual-strata cloud storage sharing 

network. The specified storage space can be shared, and when the Genaro Eden users upload the 

file fragments, the sharer gets the corresponding GNX storage reward. If the sharer's node is of 

good quality and the heft score can be added to the committee, you can also run the miner 

program to get the Genaro Network's block-package bonus and the fee generated by the Genaro 

Network transaction. The goal is to establish a token model through the principle of the sharing 

economy and release the social idle storage space and generate value. 
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Definition 

Data Stack： 

The data stack refers to all nodes that sharing hard disk space through Genaro Sharer, storing 

user data, and maintaining the Genaro storage network running. 

 

My share： 

I share my hard drive space and become a Genaro Network data stack node, thus maintaining 

the operation of the Genaro storage network. When a user stores a file slice uploaded by 

Genaro Eden, all sharers will receive a GNX storage reward. 

 

Committee： 

After the Mainnet goes online, if your data stack node heft value enters the whole network 101, 

it will become a member of the next Genaro Network committee. While gaining the benefits of 

the storage network, you can also run the miner program, synchronize the entire network block, 

and get the whole network outbound package reward and the whole network transaction fee 

reward of the Genaro Network. 

 

Stake: 

If you want to become a data stack sharer in the Genaro Ecosystem, you can get the Genaro 

Eco-Token Award by sharing the storage space and by staking corresponding GNX to Genaro to 

prove that it is a reliable data stack. After the stake, the stake heft will be obtained. And only 

after staking can you stake the shared node space to get the sharing revenue. 

In the Genaro sharing ecosystem, the number of stakes will affect the heft ranking of the data 

stack for that wallet address. Of course, if the node acts wrongly, the system will also impose 

penalties in the form of deducting the corresponding hefts. In case of seriousness, some 

corresponding stakes will be deducted. 

 

Binding node： 

Once the stake is successful, the shared node ID can be bound to the stake wallet. Thus the 

bound wallet can gain the revenue and share the heft of the shared hard disk space. 
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Heft: 

Heft refers to the overall performance of the data stack's contribution to the Genaro storage 

network. The hefts are the stake hefts and the storage hefts. The more assets staked, the higher 

the heft of the stake and the higher the total heft. The larger the storage space, the more files 

are stored, and the longer the storage time, the higher the storage heft and the higher the total 

heft. 

 

Heft ranking: 

The heft ranking refers to the total heft ranking of the entire network data stack. The top 31 of 

the session (which may change after the Testnet test) will be appointed as a separate committee 

to maintain network operations, run the Miner program, and get block rewards and transaction 

fee rewards. 

 

Co-built nodes: 

Users can build data stack nodes by joining other nodes. This helps the joined nodes get a higher 

heft ranking. After the team’s intention is reached, the team’s status will take effect at the next 

committee ranking. The applicant's heft will be added to the applicant's heft statistics, and they 

will not be ranked by their own heft. If a co-built node joins after the team enters the 

committee, then the application node will also receive the commission's mining bonus. The 

amount of the bonus is determined by the applicant's stake amount as a percentage of the total 

amount staked by the committee (for more details, see the income model below). 
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Genaro Sharer Manual 

1 Download and Installation 

After downloading and installing the G-BOX client, open the Genaro Sharer client. (Please look 

for the only official download address of Genaro) 

Mac version client download address 

 https://genaro-release.oss-cn-hangzhou.aliyuncs.com/gbox-1.0.0.dmg 

 

Windows version client download address 

https://genaro-release.oss-cn-hangzhou.aliyuncs.com/gbox-1.0.0.exe 

 

 

 

2 Create/import wallet 

2.1 new users create wallets 

Generate a new key (mnemonic) directly, generate a wallet 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://genaro-release.oss-cn-hangzhou.aliyuncs.com/gbox-1.0.0.dmg
https://genaro-release.oss-cn-hangzhou.aliyuncs.com/gbox-1.0.0.exe
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The first step is to generate a 12-word mnemonic and keep it safe; the second step is to confirm 

the backup mnemonic, then enter the 12-word mnemonic again, and click “Confirm” to 

generate the wallet successfully; 

 

 

The third step is to set and remember the wallet password; the fourth step is to confirm the 

wallet information and generate the wallet. 
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Important Note： 

 

As a decentralized application, Genaro does not store your key (mnemonic) in the Genaro 

program or on any server and will not be retrieved once lost. Please remember and back up the 

key (mnemonic) of the first login. Your digital assets, stored files are classified as their wallet 

directory. If the key is lost, the operations, storage files and wallet assets under this key will be 

lost. 

 

When backing up the key (mnemonic), be sure to pay attention to 2 points: 

a. Your stake: write it down on paper instead of saving in a networked device. 

b. Verify if the backup mnemonic is correct multiple times. Keep the backup mnemonics in a 

safe place and do anti-theft and anti-lost measures 

 

2.2 Import Original Wallet 

 

If you already have a Genaro Wallet account, you can import the wallet directly by importing the 

key (mnemonic) or the wallet's JSON file. 
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The first step is to choose the way to import the wallet, import it by key (12 mnemonic);  

The second step is to enter your mnemonic; 

 

 

 

The third step sets and remembers the wallet password; the fourth step confirms the wallet 

address information and imports the wallet successfully. 

 

Or import the wallet by importing the JSON file. 

The first step is to click the import wallet JSON file button; the second step is to upload your 

JSON file. 
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The third step is to enter your wallet password; the fourth step is to confirm the information 

and import the wallet successfully. 

 

Important NOTE: Please pay attention you can reset the password if you import the wallet with a 

key (mnemonic). However, if you import the wallet through the JSON file, you need to enter the 

original password of the JSON file wallet to import. 

 

3. Share hard disk space / settings profile 

3.1 Share my hard drive space. Go to my sharing interface. Click to add a sharing configuration. 

 

 

 

Select the location and capacity of the hard drive you want to share. When the setup is 

complete, click “OK.” 
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After the sharing is successful, you can view it in the “My Sharing” management list. If the hard disk 

sharing is successful, the port displays a green status, and the failure displays a black or red status. 

•  ID is the unique ID number for this drive；  

•  Location is the location of the shared hard drive space on the personal hard drive；  

•  Shared is the total shared space and used space；  

• Uptime is the online time for sharing the hard disk. After the restart, this time will be 

recalculated.； 

• “Peers” is the number of peer-to-peer sharing of hard disks. If “peers” is 0, then the sharing is 

unsuccessful.；  

• Allocs is the number of tasks received by the hard disk； -  

• Bridges means sharing the current connection status of the hard disk. If it is displayed as 

“Disconnected”, it may be because your network is unstable.； 

 

 

 

3.3 Modify node configuration  

 

If your node "port" does not display green, it means that the shared node is not working properly. It 

may be necessary to modify the configuration node's configuration file to modify the node 

parameters. 

 

Find the menu bar on the right side of the node “• • •”, and click “Open Profile” to modify 
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various sharing properties. 

After sharing the node, a configuration file is generated, and the shared attributes are set in this 

file. There are a few items that need to be customized: 

 

1. The value after “rpcAddress” is changed from 127.0.0.1 to the public IP address of the 

machine. 

 2. The value of “doNotTraverseNat” is changed to “true” (if there is a public network ip) 

 3. The value of “storagePath” is changed to the shared path 

 4. The value of “storageAllocation” is changed to the size of the shared space. The default is 

20G. 

 

 

 

3.2 View sharing log 

 

In the menu bar on the right side of the node, click “Show Log” to open the log directory. You 

can see the sharing status by looking at the log. 
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4 Stake, Bind Node ID 

4.1 Stake 

Click "Stake" on the "Data Stack Management" interface. Filling in the stake amount will 

automatically display the total number of shared nodes that you can be bound to. After 

confirming the information, enter the account password and click to confirm, the stake is 

successful. 
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After the stake is successful, your stake amount and the total number of bindable nodes will be 

displayed in the information bar. 

Note: 

a The minimum amount of stake is 5000GNX, with no upper limit. Every 5000GNX can be bound 

to a node. 

b The assets staked during the stake cannot be transferred. If necessary, you can cancel the 

stake by applying for an explanation. The application will take effect approximately 3 to 5 days 

later. After the stake is released, the stake asset will be automatically unlocked and the right to 

use the asset will be restored. After the application is issued, the node bound to the wallet 

address will no longer receive revenue. 

c The amount of the stake amount will affect your stake heft ranking, which will affect your total 

heft ranking. For the 101 committee members, the more the number of stakes, the more 

rewards are awarded. 

 

4.2 Bind the node ID to get the shared revenue 

 

If the node you want to bind is the node that is shared locally: 

 

Click the "Bind Node" button, select the node to be bound, enter the current wallet password, 
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and confirm the binding relationship. 

 

 

 

If the node you want to bind is a node that is shared offsite: 
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1st Step：Get the "binding token" of the node. 

 

In the "My Sharing" interface, select the node you want to bind, click the drop-down menu on 

the right, and click "Get Binding Token". Enter the "wallet address" you want to bind in the input 

box to get and copy the binding token. 

 

 

2nd Step：Bind node token 

 

On the Data Stack Management page, click on the Bind node. Select "Node ID is not in the list, 

enter the node token copied in the previous step, and bind." 

 
 

 

 

After the binding node ID is successful, you can view all the sharing status of the data stack of 
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the current wallet address on the data stack management interface, including the total heft 

ranking of the data stack, the stake amount, the number of bound nodes, and the total number 

of bindable nodes. 

 

 

 

Note: 

a shared node cannot be bound repeatedly. 

b After the binding is successful, the storage revenue and storage heft of the shared space of the 

node are obtained. The running status of the node will directly affect the total heft ranking and 

revenue of the current data stack. 

c If the node is not running, you can replace the wallet that needs to be bound by “unbinding”. 

 

 

5 View This Committee 

The Current Committee is a display page 

 

View current committee members on the "This Committee" screen. The committee's change 

time is calculated based on the block heft. When the heft of the next session of the committee 

is reached, it is the time when the next committee is established. The current block heft can be 

viewed in the upper right corner. 
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Note: 

To get into the members of this Committee, in addition to the storage revenue incentives, you 

need to run the Miner mining program to maintain the Genaro Network operation in order to 

obtain the benefits of block packaging revenue and network transaction fees. You can download 

and run the miner program on the "Download Miner Mining" page. 

6 Co-build Node   

Users can join the committee to obtain higher heft rankings by joining the nodes with other 

nodes, and enter the committee to get the commissions. Currently, each team supports up to 

ten members to apply for membership. 

 

6.1 Apply to join other nodes and team up to get a higher heft ranking 

 

The "Join Co-Building" page is a dynamic intent teaming page. 

 

Users can build their own nodes to participate in the ranking, or you can select the big nodes 

you want to join, click "Apply to join", and join the other nodes to participate in the heft 
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ranking. 

 

After the other party agrees, the willingness to team up of both parties will take effect. The 

team's relationship can be viewed on the “Join the Co-Build” page and click on “View Team 

Members”. The team status at this time is the willing team state, and the team has not yet taken 

effect. Applicants and team owners can also unilaterally choose to disarm the team. By the time 

the "Second Committee Update Block" arrives (that is, when the next committee list is 

announced), if the intention of the two teams still exists, the team relationship will take effect. 

 

 

 

 

 

Note： 

a) The application information is refreshed every hour. If you have not obtained the consent 

of the other party for one hour, you need to apply again. 

b) Applicants can apply for multiple nodes at the same time. However, it’s up to the 

information on the willingness of the final consent. For example: I applied for two nodes A 

and B. The node A agreed to my application. I established a willingness to establish a team 

relationship with A. At this time, another node B also agreed to my application, then I am 

with A's willingness to team up is automatically lifted, and my willingness to team up with 
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B will take effect. Before the establishment of the next committee, I can still unilaterally 

withdraw from the team and apply for other nodes. If I do not withdraw, and the 

application node does not dismiss the team, then the team relationship with B will be 

formally established until the next committee is established. 

c) When the next committee is established, after my team relationship with B is formally 

established, I will no longer obtain separate heft values and heft rankings, and will 

contribute my own heft to the applied node B to obtain the ranking of the joint nodes. 

Click on "View Team Members" to view information about current intent team members 

and their team status information. 

d) If I and B's co-built node hefts are ranked in the next committee, then when the next 

committee comes into effect, I gain the storage network revenue, and at the same time, I 

also get the B-mining block. My block reward = my stake heft / committee stake total heft 

✖️ each committee will have block generation award (for specific income details please 

see below). 

 

6.2 Create a node with the applicant and get a higher heft ranking 

 

For the nodes that haven’t teamed up, at the "application record" button, they can receive the 

intentional team application information prompts from other nodes. Click "Apply Record" to 

view the current applicant information, you can choose "Agree" or ignore. 
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After agreeing, both parties will reach an intention to team up and click on “View Team 

Members” to view the information of the intent team members. The team’s willingness can also 

be unilaterally lifted. If the team intention remains unchanged until the next committee comes 

into effect, the team relationship will take effect immediately. 

 

 

Note: 

1 All nodes have the right to apply to join other nodes and the right to apply before they are 

teamed up. After the node agrees to the team application of other nodes, it can no longer join 

other nodes. 

2 All team members' application team information will be cancelled automatically if they do not 

agree within one hour. 

3 Nodes cannot actively invite other nodes to join themselves. They can only wait for invitation 

information from other nodes, or join other nodes to form a team. 

4 After all the team's wishes are reached; they will take effect at the time of the establishment of 

the next committee. 

 

6.3 View Current Ranking 

 

The Current Ranking page is a live display page. 
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On the current ranking page, you can view the real-time ranking of nodes across the network. 

 

Click "View Team Members" to see detailed status information for your location. 

Personal status: My team shows my current real-time status information. 

Team status: My team shows current status information for me and my team. Click  

“View team members” to see information about other members. 

 

Note: Team entrants no longer have their own Sentinel (heft value), i.e. Sentinel is 0. The 

current heft of the joined person is the sum of the team's Sentinel (heft value). 

 

 

 

At the end of the term of the current committee, the current top 101 individuals or teams, and 

the node where sentinel is not 0, will become a member of the next committee. You can run the 

miner program to maintain the Genaro Network and obtain the rewards for mining and trading 

gas rewards. The team members are ranked in the form of a team. When the members of the 

committee run miner to generate block, their team members can also get a corresponding block 

generation reward. 
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7  Asset Management 

On the wallet page, you can view the account balance in your current wallet in real time. You 

can also check your balance by switching your wallet in the top right corner. 

 

 

 

7.1 Collect and Transfer 

 

Click "Receipt" to view the current account's payment address, you can scan the code to 

recharge or copy this wallet address. 

Click “Transfer” to transfer assets to other user's wallet address. Enter the payment address, 

amount, Gas Price and Gas Limit. Click Confirm and enter the wallet payment password to 

confirm the transfer. 
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IMPORTANT: You need to understand that blockchain transfers are irrevocable and cannot be 

recalled. The transfer is between individuals, and the financial disputes caused by operational 

errors are not connected to Genaro. 

 

7.2 Transfer setting gas value 

 

On Genaro, sending a token and calling a smart contract requires paying the miner's calculation 

fee, calculated in gas. The gas limit is the maximum you are willing to spend on a transaction 

amount. You can speed up or slow down your transfer by adjusting the gas price. You can set it 

yourself according to your own situation. If you are not in a hurry, you can set the system to 

prompt the safe gas price: 

1GNX = 109 Gan  

 

7.3 View transfer transaction history 

 

After the transfer transaction instruction is initiated, the current transaction information can be 

viewed in the transaction history. And display the current transaction status in real time. You can 

also click on the hash value of the transaction to view a more detailed transaction history at: 

https://genaro.networkwork/blockchain browser. 

 

Processing: 

 

 

Transaction failed: 
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 8 Wallet Management 

You can modify the wallet name, delete the wallet, change the wallet payment password, and 

export to JSON file operation. 

 

 

 

8.1 Back up My Wallet 

 

On the wallet management page, you can back up your wallet by exporting the wallet JSON 

format. The backup wallet requires the password of the current wallet. 

 

 

8.2 Modify my password, reset my password 

In the wallet management area, I can change my wallet password and retrieve my password. 

Changing your password requires knowing your current wallet password. If you forget your 

wallet password, you can reset your wallet password by importing your wallet mnemonic in the 

“change password”. If you forget the mnemonic, you will not be able to retrieve it. So be sure to 

keep your mnemonic. 
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9 Others 

9.1 Language Setting 

You can choose to switch languages by clicking "Help" in the upper right corner. 

 

 

 

9.2 Update to the Latest Version 

In the upper right menu bar, click "About" to view the current version and update to the latest version. 
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FAQ 

1 When can I start to share revenue by sharing hard drive space? 

The Sentinel Contest starts mid-September. All Genaro storage space sharers can participate. 

The competition will be held on the Genaro Testnet, and the top 31 players in the competition 

will receive the GNX bonus. 

(The competition rules can be found in the relevant documents related to the sentinel contest 

https://genaro.networkwork) 

After the Mainnet is online, all sharers can share the storage space and get the corresponding 

GNX storage network revenue reward. And enter the committee's nodes; you can get the 

Genaro Network block generation rewards and transaction fee rewards. 

2 What are the benefits of sharing nodes? How to calculate? (Currently in the 

Testnet version, there may be adjustment after the test) 

- During the Testnet, at the end of the sentinel contest, the top 31 nodes (or co-built nodes) 

with hefts shared 500,000 GNX bonus. 

- After the Mainnet is online, the revenues obtained by the data stack (nodes) are divided into 

storage network revenue and mining (on-chain) revenue. 

- Storage network revenue is determined by the node's contribution to the storage network. The 

more data the node stores, the more stable the online time is, the greater the total storage heft 

ratio of the stored storage hefts to the entire network, the more the storage network benefits. 

- Storage Revenue (Year)=Storage heft/Whole Network Storage heft ✖️ The coin pool annual 

storage rewards. 

- Among them, the annual coin pool storage rewards = total tokens ✖️ 25% ✖️ 7% (proportion 

of surplus coins per year) ✖️ 50% (current storage bonus coefficient) 

- All users sharing the effective space and storing the real data nodes will get the storage heft 

and get the storage network reward. 

- The mining (on-chain) income is determined by the ratio of the stake assets of the committee 

nodes, including full network transaction fee reward + block package reward. 

The more assets stake, the higher the heft of the stake, the greater the ratio of the stake hefts of 
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the node to the total heft of the stake of the committee. When the block is released, the more 

mining (on-chain) gains are obtained. 

Mining revenue (year) = stake heft / committee total stake heft ✖️ annual pool mining reward 

Among them, the annual mining reward of the coin pool = total token ✖️ 25% ✖️ 7% 

(proportion of surplus coins per year) ✖️ 50% (current mining reward coefficient) 

 

The mining revenue can only be obtained if the total heft is ranked in the committee. During the 

Sentinel contest, the top 31 nodes will enter the first committee directly after the Mainnet is 

online. The nodes ranked 31 to 101 will judge whether to enter the first committee based on the 

test results of the Testnet. 

 

Note: The ratio of the income coefficient after the Mainnet is online may be adjusted according 

to the test results, and the list of the first committee will be announced after the end of the 

Sentinel Contest. 

3 How do I share hard disk space by using sharer and become Genaro's data stack 

node to get storage revenue? 

 There are FIVE steps to becoming a data stack and gaining storage network revenue: 

  1 Ensure that the computer is connected to the public network IP and download the sharer 

program. 

  2 Create a shared configuration and share hard drive space. 

  3 Set the node's configuration file to ensure that the node is in normal operation. 

  4 Stake on GNX  

  5 Bind the shared node. Get the income. 

4 How do I get the mining revenue? 

To share the hard drive to obtain the income of the Genaro public chain network requires two 

conditions: 

1 Become a data stack node, share hard disk space to gain storage network revenue, and 

become a member of the committee. 

2 Download the miner program to synchronize the entire network block. Download address and 
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instructions for use: https://genaro.networkwork 

5 What is the coin pool? Will the total amount change? 

The coin pool is the token incentive mechanism for the entire Genaro Network's dual-strata 

smart data ecosystem. It is also an important part of Genaro's sharing economic ecosystem. The 

initial assets of the coin pool account for 25% of the total Genaro eco-token. 7% of the 

remaining coins are distributed annually for the Genaro storage network and the public chain 

ecological construction. At the same time, the user's storage costs, downstream bandwidth 

usage fees, gas costs for the entire network transaction, and future Genaro based DApp user 

spending will once again return to the pool to form a healthy economic ecosystem. 

6 As a sharing node of Genaro, why do you want to download two programs when 

you want to get mining revenue? 

The Genaro Network is a distributed, sharing cloud that combines a dual-strata smart data 

ecosystem of storage and public ownership. Sharer provides stable storage space for the entire 

storage network, and miner guarantees stable operation of the entire Genaro Consensus 

Network. The user contributes to the storage network revenue by contributing idle storage 

space through the sharer. A good data stack node will enter the committee and run miner to get 

the income from the Genaro Mainnet. 

7 Why is the "list of current committees" and "current rankings" different? 

 “The current committee ranking” was determined by the results of the previous session of the 

committee. "Current Ranking" is the real-time ranking of the entire network. The first 101 nodes 

of the "current ranking" at the time of the establishment of the next committee will become 

members of the next committee and receive rewards for mining. 

8 Why is the "current ranking" team information and the "joining co-build" team 

information different? 

"Current Ranking" is the display page, which is the current actual team information. It’s unable 

to apply, withdraw, etc. 
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The team information in "join co-build" is the information of willingness to team. All willing 

team formations will take effect when the next committees are established. 

9 Do you have to be public IP? Can I share without public IP? 

The IP address is the Internet Protocol Address. The public IP address is the IP address that can 

be accessed by any device connected to the Internet. It is the only one in the Internet. The 

so-called public network is the Internet access method, so that the IP address obtained by the 

computer on the Internet is a non-reserved address on the Internet, and the computers on the 

public network and other computers on the Internet can access each other at will. 

 

For home network users, your ISP (network operator, such as China Telecom, China Unicom, etc.) 

is responsible for assigning IP to you, but this IP is not necessarily a public network IP, you need 

to dial the device (usually a router, there are also It may be a router and a modern 2-in-1 device. 

Check if you are not a public IP, then you can communicate with your ISP. If the device running 

Genaro sharer does not have a public IP address and the router has it, you can enable the 

router's Upnp function, or set the port forwarding yourself, so you can share it as well. 

10 After sharing the nodes, the bridges are disconnected. After the bridges are 

connected, the port should be displayed in green, but the port does not show 

green. 

If you are not connected to bridges, you need to check if the configured configuration file is 

correct. If the port display is not green. The problem is that the machine is not connected via 

uPnP, uPnP does not work, please check if the router is blocked. 

11 How to set the configuration file to ensure the normal operation of the node? 

After sharing the node, a configuration file is generated, and the shared attributes are set in this 

file. There are a few items that need to be customized: 

  

1. The value after “rpcAddress” is changed from 127.0.0.1 to the public IP address of the 

machine; 
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 2. The value of “doNotTraverseNat” is changed to “true” (if there is a public network ip); 

 3. The value of “storagePath” is changed to the shared path; 

 4. The value of “storageAllocation” is changed to the size of the shared space. The default is 

20G. 

(Modify the configuration file, in the drop-down menu on the menu bar on the right side of the 

sharing interface) 

 5. After modifying the configuration file, you need to restart the node. 

12 How many assets are required to stake, how many assets need to be staked on a 

node? 

The current amount of the stake is at least 5000 GNX. A corresponding 5000 GNX per stake can 

be bound to a node. The amount of stakes also affects your stake heft rankings, which affects 

the overall ranking of your data stack. The more you bet, the more bets you get. The number of 

bound nodes can be less than the stake amount corresponding to the bound node. For example, 

I stake 500000GNX, the corresponding can be bound to 100 nodes, but currently I only bind 20 

of them.  

13 As a data stack node of Genaro Network, how is the heft ranking calculated? 

The heft ranking consists of two parts. The heft ranking of stake hefts and storage hefts 

combined is the total heft ranking. Among them, the more GNX staked, the higher the heft of 

the stake and the higher the total heft. The larger the storage space is, the longer the storage 

time is, and the more stable the network is, the higher the storage heft is and the higher the 

total heft. 

14 Is there a requirement for the sharer bandwidth or hard drive? 

Now mainly considering the stability of the network, the minimum requirement for contributing 

space at this stage is 4TB, and the GNX required for PoS is 5000. There is no hard requirement 

for bandwidth, but the higher the bandwidth, the easier it becomes to be a shared node, and 

the bandwidth depends on the capacity of the hard disk. The recommended bandwidth is at 

least 10m, and the port starts at 4000 and can be mapped. 
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15 Do you need an 8T hard drive to stake 5000GNX? What is the relationship 

between staking on GNX and hard drive sharing space? 

An 8T hard drive is not required. Betting 5000GNX corresponds to the maximum share of 8T, for 

0-8T you will need to pledge 5000GNX.. Therefore, the maximum hard disk space for each node 

is 8T. 

 

Stake GNX as PoS Bindable Nodes Corresponding Sharing 

Space 

[5000, 10000 ） 1 0 — 8 T 

[10000, 15000 ） 2 0 — 16 T 

[15000，20000 ） 3 0 — 24 T 

…… ……  

Every 5000 increase in GNX Bind One More Node  

 

There is no hard requirement for bandwidth, but the higher the bandwidth, the easier it 

becomes to be a sharing node, and the bandwidth depends on the capacity of the hard disk. 

The bandwidth is at least 10m, the port is 4000, and can be mapped. 

Keeping online is a stable node. The larger the position is, the larger the sharable space. 

16 How can I tell if I am connected to the public IP? 

You can check the reason and check whether the sharer used is the latest version; or you can 

check the reason why the sharer is not working properly due to the network or the computer 

itself through the error prompted by the sharer; 

Through the community consulting solution; join the WeChat group and add WeChat 

administrator: imarii6221217 to indicate the Genaro Sharer issue. 

Send feedback to Genaro official. The feedback is to provide information about the computer 

system, version, sharer version, symptoms, error messages, logs, etc.; eden@genaro.network 

 

mailto:eden@genaro.network
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17 How can I tell if my stake is successful? 

After the stake is successful, on the data stack management interface, your bet assets will be 

displayed, and the total number of bindable nodes will also be seen. 

18 Does the stake need to cost gas fee? 

The bet needs to call the smart contract of the main network. So it takes a certain amount of 

GNX. The cost of gas consumed can be set by itself. It can also be based on the current optimum 

value given by the system. 

19 What do the colors at the port mean? 

Status 

Gray：stopped 

Green：running 

Red：error 

 

Delta  

Green：Delay within 500ms 

Red：Delay exceeds 500ms 

 

Port 

Green: Non-private network IP, and the socket connection can be successfully established according to 

rpcAddress and rpcPort in the configuration file. 

 

Yellow: The user file cannot be accepted directly, but the tunnel connection is successful, and the file can be 

accepted through the tunnel. 

 

Red: doNotTraverseNat (not Nat penetration) in the configuration file is configured to true and is not a public 

IP address. 

 

Bridges 

Gray：Disconnected  
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Yellow：Connecting 

Orange：Confirming  

Green：Connected  

 

 

The status, port, and bridge are all green, which proves that the node is running normally. 

 

20 Will I be penalized if I stop Genaro Sharer storage sharing (either a manual 

suspension or blackout)? 

The system analyzes and judges the performance of the node (including the performance before 

the Mainnet goes online). If the node goes offline for too long or the response is slow, it will be 

regarded as a malicious node, which will impose a certain penalty on the stake and affect the 

heft ranking. However, if the nodes perform well and the weights are ranked within 101, they 

will be selected into the committee and further selected to make block nodes for more block 

package rewards and transaction fee rewards. 
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 21 Why do you need stake, I don't share, can I share with sharer? 

If you don't stake, you can share the node. But the storage network revenue is not available. 

The purpose of the stake behavior is to improve the stability of the sharing node and to ensure 

that most nodes have a long-term effective online mechanism. 

So if you want to get the shared revenue, you need to stake first, get the right to bind the 

sharing node, and then bind the node to get the sharing revenue. 

The current amount of the stake is at least 5000gnx. 

 22 Can I withdraw my funds after I stake? How to lift the stake? 

The right to use the asset can be restored by “unstake”. 

In the "Data Stack Management" interface, click the "stake" button and click on "unstake". After 

confirming the information, enter the wallet password to apply for an unstake. The unstake will 

take effect automatically within three to five days. The system automatically returns the assets 

that the user stakes to the wallet where the node is located. After the release request is issued, 

the node is not getting the corresponding storage revenue. 

 23 Does Genaro charge for it? 

Genaro does not charge any fees. Genaro Eden and Genaro Sharer are a complete sharing 

economic community. Users use the storage space to charge, download traffic charges, and the 

transaction consumption gas is all allocated to the corresponding sharer node. 

 24 What if I find a Sharer running problem? 

You can check the reason and check whether the sharer used is the latest version; or you can 

use the error prompted by sharer to troubleshoot the reason why the sharer is not working 

properly due to the network or the computer itself; 

- Through the community consulting solution; join the WeChat group and add WeChat 

administrator: imarii6221217 to indicate the Genaro Sharer issue. 

- Give feedback to the Genaro official. The feedback is to provide information about the 

computer system, version, sharer version, symptoms, error messages, logs, etc.; 

eden@genaro.network. 
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25 How to become a stable node? Are there any requirements for positions? 

Keeping online is seen as a stable node, and the larger the position, the larger the shareable 

space. 

26 Can I still get a reward if no data is assigned to my storage node? 

If the shared storage space is not used by the user, the storage reward cannot be obtained and 

there is no storage heft. All storage nodes that are assigned to data will have storage hefts and 

will receive storage revenue. The storage revenue obtained = storage heft / total network 

storage total heft ✖️ system annual storage reward. If you enter the node of the committee, 

you can get a reward for the whole network by mining based on the storage revenue. 

27 Is it now supported to store other ERC-20 Tokens? What should I do if I transfer 

to another ERC-20 Token? How to get it back? 

After the Testnet goes online, the latest versions of the Genaro Wallet, Genaro Eden and 

Genaro Sharer wallets can only store GNX. 

After the Mainnet goes online, multi-wallet will be supported and cross-chain trading are 

implemented in version iterations. 

Note: Do not transfer other tokens to Genaro's exclusive wallet until the official website 

announces it supports for other tokens. Otherwise, Genaro Network will not be responsible for 

the loss of the token. 

28 Can I run Sharer with my NAS device? 

It depends on the configuration of your NAS device, operating system, etc. Generally speaking, it 

is ok, but the Genaro team does not test all models of NAS and does not guarantee if it’s 

running. In addition, operating the NAS requires a certain technical foundation, at least users 

need to be familiar with the Linux command line (most NAS is a Linux system), and the 

configuration of the operating system's IP, which can solve various problems encountered when 

installing and compiling Node. Due to the wide variety of NAS branded devices, the Genaro 

team does not provide dedicated technical support for the operation of NAS devices. 
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Download Addresses and Contact Us 

Download Genaro Eden 

Want to experience a more private, secure, efficient, economical, and permanent storage 

experience? Download Genaro Eden now and unlock your private storage! 

   

 

Download Genaro Sharer 

Download and use Genaro Sharer to share your free hard disk space for rewards！ 

  

 

Contact Us 

|If you have any problems or suggestions when using Genaro products, please contact us：

eden@genaro.network 

 

 

 

 

mailto:eden@genaro.network
https://genaro-release.oss-cn-hangzhou.aliyuncs.com/gbox-1.0.0.dmg
https://genaro-release.oss-cn-hangzhou.aliyuncs.com/gbox-1.0.0.exe
https://genaro-release.oss-cn-hangzhou.aliyuncs.com/gbox-1.0.0.dmg
https://genaro-release.oss-cn-hangzhou.aliyuncs.com/gbox-1.0.0.exe
https://www.npmjs.com/package/genaroshare-daemon
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Genaro Sharer Introduction（UNIX Version） 

Genaro Sharer Overview 

Genaro Eden Sharer (Genaro Sharer for short) is a dual-strata cloud storage sharing economic 

network. Your storage space can be shared, and when the Genaro Eden users upload files, the 

sharers get the corresponding GNX storage rewards. If the sharer's node is of good quality and 

their heft score allows them to be added to the committee, you can also run the miner program 

to get the Genaro Network's block-package bonus and the fees generated by the Genaro 

Network’s transactions. The goal is to establish a token model through the principle of sharing 

economy and release the value of idle storage space and data storage and transfer. 
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Genaro Sharer (UNIX) User guide  

1.Enter the command line 

Window - Start Menu - Enter cmd; Mac - Find Utility - Terminal 

 

2.Install genaroshare-daemon 

Install guide：https://www.npmjs.com/package/genaroshare-daemon 

2.1 Make sure to install the following dependencies： 

   1) Git 

   2) Python 2.7 

   3) Node.js 

   4) NPM 

   5) GCC/G++/Make 

2.2 Compile dependency 

# xcode-select –install 

2.3 After the installation is complete, install the following packages. 

# npm install --global genaroshare-daemon 

2.4 Enter genaroshare in the terminal to see if the installation was successful. 

2.5 Query command help 

 # genaroshare help [Commands] 

 

 

https://www.npmjs.com/package/genaroshare-daemon
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3.Start daemon, run the program 

# genaroshare daemon 

# genaroshare help daemon 

4.Create/manage wallet 

4.1 Create Wallet 

  # genaroshare createWallet 
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1) You can add the parameter: -t privateKey to import the existing wallet with the private key; 

2) You can add the parameter: -t mnemonic to import the existing wallet through the 

mnemonic; 

3) You can add the parameter: -n <name> to specify the name of the wallet. 

 

 

4.2 Delete Wallet 

# genaroshare deleteWallet -a <Wallet Address> 

 1）<Wallet Address>, Wallet address。 

4.3 Wallet list 

# genaroshare listWallets 

 

5.Create a new sharing configuration, share space 

5.1 New configuration file 

 

# genaroshare create 

 1）After executing this command, the corresponding JSON configuration file will be generated 

and opened directly. The configuration file has already explained the meaning of each field in 

the comments. Please change the meaning of the field when you change the field. 

 2）The IP address of the url in the bridges needs to be the same as the IP address of the 

seedList. 

 3）The configuration file address is shown in red. 

 4）rpcAddress: RPC’s IP 
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 5）doNotTraverseNat：if traverse is needed 

 6）storagePath: sharing path 

7）storageAllocation: Shared space size, the default is 20G. 

 

5.2 Start sharing space 

# genaroshare start --config <Configure Path> 

1）<Configure Path>, Configuration file path, which is the configuration file created in 5.1。 

5.3 Check sharing status 

 

# genaroshare status 

 1）Node: Share node’s ID and storage path 
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 2）Status: Running status 

 3）Uptime: Start time 

 4）Restarts: Times to restart 

 5）Allocs：the task received this time 

 6）Delta: time delayed 

 7）Port：start port 

 8）Shared：Storage sharing 

 9）Bridges：Bridging situation 

The connection is successful when the corresponding values of running, delta, port, and bridges 

are all green. 

 

5.4 Delete node 

# genaroshare destroy -i <Node> 

 1）<Node>, node name 

5.5 pause node 

# genaroshare stop -i <Node> 

 1）<Node>,node name 

5.6 restart node 

# genaroshare restart -i <Node> 

 1）<Node>, node name 

6.Stake 

6.1Stake 

# genaroshare stake -a <Wallet Address> -q <Stake Amount> 

 1）<Wallet Address>, wallet address  

 2）<Stake Amount>, stake limit 
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7.Bind node 

7.1 Get the node token you want to bind to the stake wallet 

# genaroshare getNodeToken –a <WalletAddress> -c <Config Path> 

 

   1）< Config Path > Path to the node configuration file 

 

7.2 Bind node 

# genaroshare addNode -a <Wallet Address> -t <Token> 

 

 1）<Wallet Address>, wallet address 

 2）< Token >, The node token obtained in step 6.2 

 

7.3 Remove Bind 
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# genaroshare removeNode  - a <Wallet Address> -n <Node> 

 1）<Wallet Address>, Wallet address； 

2） <Node>, node name 

 

8.Check sharing log 

8.1 show log 

# genaroshare logs -i <Node> 

 1）log saved path: /Users/<UserName>/.config/genaroshare/logs 

 

 9.How to update Genaro Sharer and check updates 

Genaroshare-daemon: The program will continue to improve, and if you need to upgrade, first 

check if there is a new version: 

 

Check the local version number with the following command: 

npm list -g genaroshare-daemon 

Check the latest version number with the following command: 

npm show genaroshare-daemon version 
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e.g: 

 

Install the latest version of genaroshare-daemon with the following command  

npm install -g genaroshare-daemon 

 

 10.Testnet environment miner upgrade (only for miners participating in the test 

period) 

Before the end of the test period, Genaro will notify all users participating in the test to back up 

their data, so the miner can delete the data of the shared space at the end of the test period. 

 

The upgrade is divided into 4 steps: 

 

1. Stop sharing, command: 

 # genaroshare killall 

2. Delete data 

Open the JSON format configuration file (by default, ~/.config/genaroshare/configs or 

~/.config/storjshare/configs ), where the value of storagePath is the shared path and delete all 

files in the path. 

Delete the JSON formatted configuration file itself 

3. Update genaroshare-daemon,command： 

 npm install -g genaroshare-daemon 

4. Follow the steps in this document to start a new formal sharing.paymentinfo:  
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Commonly used to detect whether the page can be 

uPnP: 

 

https://www.grc.com/intro.htm Follow the steps below  
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 If you show the following picture, it proves that your route does not support upnp 
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FAQ 

1. bridges as disconnected  

Not connected to the bridges, need to check if the settings are correct 

 

2. The port should be displayed in green after the bridges are connected, but the 

port does not show green.  

The problem is that the machine is not connected via uPnP, uPnP does not work, please check if 

the router is blocked. 

 

3. When can I start to earn revenue by sharing hard drive space? 

The Sentinel Contest starts in mid-September. All Genaro storage space sharers can participate. 

The competition will be held on the Genaro Testnet, and the top 31 players in the competition 

will receive the GNX bonus. 

(The competition rules can be found in the relevant documents related to the sentinel contest 

https://genaro.networkwork) 

After the Mainnet goes online, all sharers will be able to share the storage space and get the 

corresponding GNX storage network revenue reward. And enter the committee's nodes; you can 

get the Genaro Network block generation rewards and transaction fee rewards. 
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4. What are the benefits of sharing? How are these calculated? 

During the Testnet, at the end of the sentinel contest, the top 31 nodes (or co-built nodes) with 

leading heft scores will share a 500,000 GNX bonus. 

- After the Mainnet goes online, the revenue obtained by the data stack (node) will be divided 

into storage network revenue and mining revenue. 

- Storage network revenue is determined by the node's contribution to the storage network. The 

more data the node stores, the more stable the online time, the greater the total storage heft 

ratio of the stored storage weight of the entire network, and the more the storage network 

benefits. 

Storage Revenue = Storage heft / Full Network Storage heft ✖️ The coin pool stores rewards 

each year. 

Among them, the coin pool stores the reward every year = the total amount of tokens ✖️ 25% 

✖️ 7% (the proportion of remaining tokens issued each year) ✖️ 50% (current storage bonus 

coefficient) 

All nodes that share valid space and store real data will receive storage weights and receive 

storage network rewards. 

- The mining revenue is determined by the ratio of the stake assets of the committee nodes, 

including full network transaction fee reward + block package reward. 

The more assets staked, the higher the heft of the stake, the greater the ratio of the stake heft 

of the node to the total heft of the stake on the whole network, and the more mining gains 

obtained when the block is generated. 

Mining revenue = stake heft / committee total stake heft ✖️ annual pool mining reward 

Among them, the annual mining reward of the coin pool = the total amount of tokens ✖️ 25% 

✖️ 7% (the proportion of remaining tokens issued each year) ✖️ 50% (current storage bonus 

coefficient) 

The mining revenue can only be obtained if the total heft is ranked in the committee. During the 

Sentinel contest, the top 31 nodes will enter the first committee directly after the Mainnet is 

online. The nodes ranked 31 to 101 will judge whether to enter the first committee based on the 

test results of the Testnet. 

Note：The proportion of the income coefficient after the Mainnet going online as well as the list 

of the first committee members will be announced in the end of the sentinel contest. 
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5. What is the coin pool? Will the total amount change? 

The coin pool is the token incentive mechanism for the entire Genaro Network's dual-strata 

smart data ecosystem. It is also an important part of Genaro's sharing economic ecosystem. The 

initial assets of the coin pool account for 25% of the total Genaro eco-token. 7% of the 

remaining coins are distributed annually for the Genaro storage network and the public chain 

ecological construction. At the same time, the user's storage costs, downstream bandwidth 

usage fees, gas costs for the entire network transaction, and future Genaro-based DApp user 

spending will once again return to the pool to form a healthy economic ecosystem. 

 

6. How do I share hard disk space by using sharer and become one of Genaro's data 

stack nodes to get storage revenue? 

There are FIVE steps to becoming a data stack node and gaining storage network revenue: 

  1 Ensure that the computer is connected to the public network IP and download the sharer 

program. 

  2 Create a shared configuration and share hard drive space. 

  3 Set the node's configuration file to ensure that the node is in normal operation. 

  4 Stake your GNX  

  5 Bind the shared node. Get the income. 

 

7. How do I get the mining revenue? 

To share the hard drive to obtain the income of the Genaro public chain network requires two 

conditions: 

1. Become a data stack node, share hard disk space to gain storage network revenue, and 

become a member of the committee. 

2. Download the miner program to synchronize the entire network block. Download address and 

instructions for use: https://genaro.networkwork 

 

https://genaro.networkwork/
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8. As a sharing node of Genaro, why do you want to download two programs when 

you want to get mining revenue? 

The Genaro Network is a distributed, sharing cloud that combines a dual-strata smart data 

ecosystem of storage and public ownership. Sharer provides stable storage space for the entire 

storage network, and miner guarantees the stable operation of the entire Genaro Consensus 

Network. The user contributes to storage network revenue by contributing idle storage space 

through sharer. A good data stack node will enter the committee and run miner to get income 

from the Genaro Mainnet. 

 

9. Do you have to be public IP? Can I share without public IP? 

The IP address is the Internet Protocol Address. The public IP address is the IP address that can 

be accessed by any device connected to the Internet. It is the only one in the Internet. The 

so-called public network is the Internet access method, so that the IP address obtained by the 

computer on the Internet is a non-reserved address on the Internet, and the computers on the 

public network and other computers on the Internet can access each other at will. 

 

For home network users, your ISP (network operator, such as China Telecom, China Unicom, etc.) 

is responsible for assigning IP to you, but this IP is not necessarily a public network IP, you need 

to dial the device (usually a router, there are also It may be a router and a modern 2-in-1 device. 

Check if you are not a public IP, then you can communicate with your ISP. If the device running 

Genaro sharer does not have a public IP address and the router has it, you can enable the 

router's uPnP function, or set the port forwarding yourself, so you can share it as well. 

 

10. After sharing the nodes, the bridges are disconnected. After the bridges are 

connected, the port should be displayed in green, but what if the port does not 

show green? 

If you are not connected to bridges, you need to check if the configuration file is correct. If the 
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port display is not green, the problem is that the machine is not connected via uPnP. If uPnP 

does not work, please check if the router is blocked. 

 

11. How to set the configuration file to ensure the normal operation of the node? 

After sharing the node, a configuration file is generated, and the shared attributes are set in this 

file. There are a few items that need to be customized: 

  

1. The value after “rpcAddress” is changed from 127.0.0.1 to the public IP address of the 

machine; 

 2. The value of “doNotTraverseNat” is changed to “true” (if there is a public network ip); 

 3. The value of “storagePath” is changed to the shared path; 

 4. The value of “storageAllocation” is changed to the size of the shared space. The default is 

20G. 

(Modify the configuration file, in the drop-down menu on the menu bar on the right side of the 

sharing interface) 

 5. After modifying the configuration file, you need to restart the node. 

 

12. How many assets are required to stake, how many assets need to be staked on 

a node? 

The current amount of the stake is at least 5000 GNX. A corresponding 5000 GNX per stake can 

be bound to a node. The amount of stake also affects your stake heft rankings, which affects the 

overall ranking of your data stack. The more you bet, the more bets you get. The number of 

bound nodes can be less than the stake amount corresponding to the bound node. For example, 

if I stake 500000GNX, the corresponding amount can be bound to 100 nodes, but currently I 

only bind to 20 of them.   

 

13. As a data stack node of Genaro Network, how is the heft ranking calculated? 

The heft ranking consists of two parts. The heft ranking of stake hefts and storage hefts 
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combined is the total heft ranking. Among them, the more GNX staked, the higher the heft of 

the stake and the higher the total heft. The larger the storage space is, the longer the storage 

time is, and the more stable the network is, the higher the storage heft is and the higher the 

total heft. 

14. Is there a requirement for the sharer bandwidth or hard drive? 

Now mainly considering the stability of the network, the minimum requirement for contributing 

space at this stage is 4TB, and the GNX required for PoS is 5000. There is no hard requirement 

for bandwidth, but the higher the bandwidth, the easier it becomes to be a shared node, and 

the bandwidth depends on the capacity of the hard disk. The recommended bandwidth is at 

least 10m, and the port starts at 4000 and can be mapped. 

 

15. Do you need an 8T hard drive to stake 5000GNX? What is the relationship 

between staking on GNX and hard drive sharing space? 

An 8T hard drive is not required. Betting 5000GNX corresponds to the maximum share of 8T, for 

0-8T you will need to pledge 5000GNX. Therefore, the maximum hard disk space for each node 

is 8T. 

 

Stake GNX as PoS Bindable Nodes Corresponding Sharing 

Space 

[5000, 10000 ） 1 0 — 8 T 

[10000, 15000 ） 2 0 — 16 T 

[15000，20000 ） 3 0 — 24 T 

…… ……  

Every 5000 increase in GNX Bind One More Node  

 

There is no hard requirement for bandwidth, but the higher the bandwidth, the easier it 

becomes to be a sharing node, and the bandwidth depends on the capacity of the hard disk. 

The bandwidth is at least 10m, the port is 4000, and can be mapped. 

Keeping online is a stable node. The larger the position is, the larger the sharable space. 
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16.  How can I tell if I am connected to the public IP? 

You can check the reason and check whether the sharer used is the latest version; or you can 

check the reason why the sharer is not working properly due to the network or the computer 

itself through the error prompted by the sharer. 

For the community consulting solution, join the WeChat group and add WeChat administrator: 

imarii6221217 to indicate the Genaro Sharer issue. 

Send feedback to Genaro official. The feedback is to provide information about the computer 

system, version, sharer version, symptoms, error messages, logs, etc.; eden@genaro.network 

 

17. How can I tell if my stake is successful? 

After the stake is successful, on the data stack management interface, your bet assets will be 

displayed, and the total number of bindable nodes will also be seen. 

 

18. Does the stake need to cost gas fee? 

The bet needs to call the smart contract of the main network. So it takes a certain amount of 

GNX. The cost of gas consumed can be set by itself. It can also be based on the current optimum 

value given by the system. 

 

19. What do the colors at the port mean? 

Status 

Gray：stopped 

Green：running 

Red：error 

 

Delta  

Green：Delay within 500ms 

Red：Delay exceeds 500ms 

 

mailto:eden@genaro.network
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Port 

Green: Non-private network IP, and the socket connection can be successfully established 

according to rpcAddress and rpcPort in the configuration file. 

 

Yellow: The user file cannot be accepted directly, but the tunnel connection is successful, and 

the file can be accepted through the tunnel. 

 

Red: doNotTraverseNat (not Nat penetration) in the configuration file is configured to true and 

is not a public IP address. 

 

Bridges 

Gray：Disconnected  

Yellow：Connecting 

Orange：Confirming  

Green：Connected  

 

 
When “Status,” “Port,” “Bridge” are green,it means the nodes are running properly.  
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20. Will I be penalized if I stop Genaro Sharer storage sharing (either a manual 

suspension or blackout)? 

The system analyzes and judges the performance of the node (including the performance before 

the Mainnet goes online). If the node goes offline for too long or the response is slow, it will be 

regarded as a malicious node, which will impose a certain penalty on the stake and affect the 

heft ranking. However, if the nodes perform well and the weights are ranked within 101, they 

will be selected into the committee and further selected to make block nodes for more block 

package rewards and transaction fee rewards. 

 

21. Can I share with sharer without staking? 

If you don't stake, you can share the node. But the storage network revenue will  not be 

available. 

The purpose of the stake behavior is to improve the stability of the sharing node and to ensure 

that most nodes have a long-term effective online mechanism. 

So if you want to get the shared revenue, you need to stake first, get the right to bind the 

sharing node, and then bind the node to get the sharing revenue. The current amount of the 

stake is at least 5000GNX. 

 

22. Can I withdraw my funds after I stake? How to lift the stake? 

The right to use the asset can be restored by “unstake”. 

 

In the "Data Stack Management" interface, click the "stake" button and click on "unstake". After 

confirming the information, enter the wallet password to apply for an unstake. The unstake will 

take effect automatically within three to five days. The system automatically returns the assets 

that the user stakes to the wallet where the node is located. After the release request is issued, 

the node is not getting the corresponding storage revenue. 
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23. Does Genaro charge for it? 

Genaro does not charge any fees. Genaro Eden and Genaro Sharer are a complete sharing 

economic community. Users use the storage space to charge, download traffic charges, and the 

transaction consumption gas is all allocated to the corresponding sharer node. 

 

24. What if I find a Sharer running problem? 

You can check the reason and check whether the sharer used is the latest version; or you can 

use the error prompted by sharer to troubleshoot the reason why the sharer is not working 

properly due to the network or the computer itself; 

- Through the community consulting solution; join the WeChat group and add WeChat 

administrator: imarii6221217 to indicate the Genaro Sharer issue. 

- Give feedback to the Genaro official. The feedback is to provide information about the 

computer system, version, sharer version, symptoms, error messages, logs, etc.; 

eden@genaro.network. 

 

25. How to become a stable node? Are there any requirements for positions? 

Keeping online is seen as being a stable node, and the larger the position, the larger the 

shareable space.  

26. Can I run Sharer with my NAS device? 

It depends on the configuration of your NAS device, operating system, etc. Generally speaking, it 

is ok, but the Genaro team does not test all models of NAS and does not guarantee that it will 

run. In addition, operating the NAS requires a certain technical foundation, at least users need 

to be familiar with the Linux command line (most NAS is a Linux system), and the configuration 

of the operating system's IP, which can solve various problems encountered when installing and 

compiling nodes. Due to the wide variety of NAS branded devices, the Genaro team does not 

provide dedicated technical support for the operation of NAS devices. 

mailto:eden@genaro.network
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27.  Can I still get a reward if no data is assigned to my storage node? 

If the shared storage space is not used by the user, the storage reward cannot be obtained and 

there is no storage heft. All storage nodes that are assigned to data will have storage hefts and 

will receive storage revenue. The storage revenue obtained = storage heft / total network 

storage total heft ✖️ system annual storage reward. If you enter the node of the committee, 

you can get a reward for the whole network by mining based on the storage revenue. 

28. Is it now supported to store other ERC-20 Tokens? What should I do if I transfer 

to another ERC-20 Token? How to get it back? 

After the Testnet goes online, the latest versions of the Genaro Wallet, Genaro Eden and 

Genaro Sharer wallets will only store GNX. 

After the Mainnet goes online, multiple wallets will be supported and cross-chain trading 

implemented in version iterations. 

 

Note: Do not transfer other tokens to Genaro's exclusive wallet until the official website 

announces it supports for other tokens. Otherwise, Genaro Network will not be responsible for 

the loss of the token. 

29. Can the team recommend a good node configuration? Which is more efficient 

as a node: NAS or computer disk array? 

Most mainstream computers are fine. There is no high demand for disk because Genaro does 

not adopt a very heavy GPU or memory mining method, it is usually possible to share more if 

you wish, depending on whether your network connection is fast enough, whether the link with 

the uploading file user is fast enough and whether your node is stable online. NAS will be more 

efficient, depending on the size of your personal bandwidth. 
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Download Addresses and Contact Us 

Download Genaro Eden 

Want to experience a more private, secure, efficient, economical, and permanent storage 

experience? Download Genaro Eden now and unlock your private storage! 

   

 

Download Genaro Sharer 

Download and use Genaro Sharer to share your free hard disk space for rewards！ 

  

 

Contact Us 

|If you have any problems or suggestions when using Genaro products, please contact us：

eden@genaro.network 

 

  

mailto:eden@genaro.network
https://genaro-release.oss-cn-hangzhou.aliyuncs.com/gbox-1.0.0.dmg
https://genaro-release.oss-cn-hangzhou.aliyuncs.com/gbox-1.0.0.exe
https://genaro-release.oss-cn-hangzhou.aliyuncs.com/gbox-1.0.0.dmg
https://genaro-release.oss-cn-hangzhou.aliyuncs.com/gbox-1.0.0.exe
https://www.npmjs.com/package/genaroshare-daemon
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Miner mining program (go-genaro) installation and 

operating instructions 

 

Members of the committee can run the Miner CLI (go-genaro) and synchronize the entire 

network block to get the mining bonus on the chain. 
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Windows system go-genaro installation  

 

1 Download installation address：  

https://genaro-release.oss-cn-hangzhou.aliyuncs.com/miner-win.zip 

 

 

 

2 Extract file genaroNetwork-windows.zip 

 

3 In the Genaro Sharer program, export the wallet private key to a JSON file or save it in your txt 

format on your computer. 

 

4 change configuration file config 

Open config, save and close after modifying the configuration 

 

{ 

https://genaro-release.oss-cn-hangzhou.aliyuncs.com/miner-win.zip
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    "dir": "F:/windowsGenaroNetwork/", 【modify your genaro CLInstall installation directory in 

“”(note that there must be "/" in the back）】 

    "privatekey": "D:/ceshi/test/key",【Modify the private key backup path in “”, the private key 

must be the wallet private key to enter the committee node, otherwise you can not get the mining 

block revenue (backup file can be your txt format to save the private key, or backup wallet JSON file 

format)】 

    "Password": "123456", [Fill in the mining wallet password】 

    "port": "30315",【NIC monitoring port, no need to change】 

    "wsport": "8545"【WS-RPC server monitoring port, no need to change】 

} 

 

5 After the go-genaroInstall-windows.exe (installation and startup) is successfully started in the 

current directory, normal mining begins. The mining program "go-genaroRestart-windows.exe" will 

be installed automatically in your installation path. 

 

 

If a restart is needed 

windows system restart go-genaro 

To the installation directory（Installation directory F:/windowsGenaroNetwork/） 

Run go-genaroRestart-windows.exe 

Note: During mining, you cannot close the client, otherwise you will not be able to synchronize the 

entire network block and get the mining revenue. 
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MAC system go-genaro installation  

 

1 Download installation address： 

https://genaro-release.oss-cn-hangzhou.aliyuncs.com/miner-mac.zip  

 

 

 

2 Extract file genaroNetwork-mac.zip 

 

3 In the Genaro Sharer program, export the wallet private key to a JSON file or txt format and save 

it on your computer.  

 

4 Modify configuration file config 

Open config, save and close after modifying the configuration 

 

https://genaro-release.oss-cn-hangzhou.aliyuncs.com/miner-mac.zip
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{ 

    "dir": "/home/qian/genaroNetworkTest/", 【In the "", modify your miner installation directory 

(note that there must be /)】 

    "privatekey": 

"/home/qian/gopath/src/github.com/GenaroNetwork/Genaro-Core/automatedScript/chainNode/c

hainNode4/keystore/UTC--2018-06-29T08-04-30.680138193Z--dd223f984364ab18c8b4c25cfdcd04

636946cc7f",【Modify the private key backup path in “”, the private key must be the wallet private 

key to enter the committee node, otherwise you can not get the mining block revenue (backup file 

can be your txt format to save the private key, or backup wallet JSON file format)】 

"Password": "123456",【Fill in the mining wallet password】 

"port": "30315",【NIC monitoring port, no need to change】 

"wsport": "8545"【WS-RPC server monitoring port, no need to change】 

 

5 Open the "command line" window, find the directory in the "command line" window, run nohup 

in the current directory. /go-genaroInstall-mac > loginfo.log & (install and start)【This command 

starts the program as a background process and logs the program log to the loginfo.log file in the 

current directory.】 

 

Note: 

View the log: Run the command in the log directory: tail -f loginfo.log [View mining status] 

If a restart is needed 

Mac system restart go-genaro 

1 To the installation directory（installation directory: /home/qian/genaroNetworkTest/） 

Run nohup ./go-genaroRestart-Mac > loginfo.log &  

http://github.com/GenaroNetwork/Genaro-Core/automatedScript/chainNode/chainNode4/keystore/UTC--2018-06-29T08-04-30.680138193Z--dd223f984364ab18c8b4c25cfdcd04636946cc7f
http://github.com/GenaroNetwork/Genaro-Core/automatedScript/chainNode/chainNode4/keystore/UTC--2018-06-29T08-04-30.680138193Z--dd223f984364ab18c8b4c25cfdcd04636946cc7f
http://github.com/GenaroNetwork/Genaro-Core/automatedScript/chainNode/chainNode4/keystore/UTC--2018-06-29T08-04-30.680138193Z--dd223f984364ab18c8b4c25cfdcd04636946cc7f
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Linux system go-genaro installation (same as MAC) 

 

1 Download the installation Address: 

https://genaro-release.oss-cn-hangzhou.aliyuncs.com/miner-linux.zip 

2 Extract the file miner-linux.zip  

3 Save the wallet private key as a JSON file or a txt file and save it on your computer safely. 

4 modify the configuration file config 

Open config, modify the configuration, save, close. 

{ 

    "dir": "/home/qian/genaroNetworkTest/", 【In the "", modify your miner installation directory 

(note that there must be /)】 

    "privatekey": 

"/home/qian/gopath/src/github.com/GenaroNetwork/Genaro-Core/automatedScript/chainNode/c

hainNode4/keystore/UTC--2018-06-29T08-04-30.680138193Z--dd223f984364ab18c8b4c25cfdcd04

636946cc7f",【Modify the private key backup path in “”, the private key must be the wallet private 

key to enter the committee node, otherwise you can not get the mining block revenue (backup file 

can be your txt format to save the private key, or backup wallet JSON file format)】 

"Password": "123456",【Fill in the mining wallet password】 

"port": "30315",【NIC monitoring port, no need to change】 

"wsport": "8545"【WS-RPC server monitoring port, no need to change】 

 

5 Run nohup ./go-genaroInstall-linux > loginfo.log & in the currently downloaded directory (install 

and start) 

 

If a restart is needed: 

Linux system restarts go-genaro 

To the installation directory（installation directory/home/qian/genaroNetworkTest/） 

Run nohup ./go-genaroRestart-linux > loginfo.log &  

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://genaro-release.oss-cn-hangzhou.aliyuncs.com/miner-linux.zip
http://github.com/GenaroNetwork/Genaro-Core/automatedScript/chainNode/chainNode4/keystore/UTC--2018-06-29T08-04-30.680138193Z--dd223f984364ab18c8b4c25cfdcd04636946cc7f
http://github.com/GenaroNetwork/Genaro-Core/automatedScript/chainNode/chainNode4/keystore/UTC--2018-06-29T08-04-30.680138193Z--dd223f984364ab18c8b4c25cfdcd04636946cc7f
http://github.com/GenaroNetwork/Genaro-Core/automatedScript/chainNode/chainNode4/keystore/UTC--2018-06-29T08-04-30.680138193Z--dd223f984364ab18c8b4c25cfdcd04636946cc7f
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